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Abstract: Underwater deployed sensors nodes are energy-constrained. Therefore, energy efficiency
becomes crucial in underwater wireless sensor networks (U-WSNs). The adverse channel corrupts
the packets and challenges their reliability. To handle these challenges, two routing schemes are
introduced in this paper. They are effective energy and reliable delivery (EERD) and cooperative
effective energy and reliable delivery (CoEERD). In EERD, the packets follow single-path routing
and the best forwarder node is selected using a weight function such that packets are transferred via
the reliable paths with low energy usage. Packet transfer via a single route in EERD has, however,
compromised reliability as the undersea links bear harshness and unpredictability. Therefore, the
CoEERD scheme adds cooperative routing to EERD, in which a relay node is introduced between a
source–destination pair. The destination requests the relay when the packets it gets from the source
are corrupted beyond a threshold value. Selection of weight function is unique and considers many
factors to ensure low energy usage with reliability while considering nodes for data transfer. This also
helps in selecting a single relay node rather than many relays in the conventional cooperative routing
model. Based on simulation results, the EERD and CoEERD protocols have improved performance
in energy usage, reliable packet transfer and delay.

Keywords: energy efficiency; network reliability; routing protocols; U-WSNs

1. Introduction

Ocean covers more than 70% of the surface area of Earth. There are various applications related to
the ocean environment such as scientific exploration and surveillance of the sea [1]. Underwater
sensor networks (U-WSNs) have emerged to study undersea circumstances for these and other
applications [2,3].

In U-WSNs, there are many sensor nodes available in the network [4]. The nodes have the
capability to sense the information and forward towards the upper surface sink node. The information
packets of the sink node are processed further for various applications. The received data packet
accuracy is mostly dependent on the errorless communication. The ocean has time-varying link
properties and severe noise [5], which make the underwater networks more challenging to have an
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optimal data transmission. Water has absorbing properties for radio waves so U-WSNs use acoustic
signals [6], which provide optimal performance [7,8].

Reducing the energy consumption is one of the major concerns in U-WSNs [9]. The replacement of
the node batteries in the sea is quite a difficult job. However, for better network lifetime and error-free
communication, researchers are focused on introducing innovative routing schemes for U-WSNs as
one of the potent remedies. Furthermore, to design the routing protocols for U-WSNs, it is necessary
to identify the challenges of this channel: low battery power, time-varying channel, and low allowable
bandwidth [10,11].

Another important issue faced by underwater communication is network reliability. Cooperative
routing (CR) is one of the optimal solutions to ensure a reliable network by traveling the information
over multi-paths [12]. Cooperative routing also decreases the contrary channel effects and holds a
reliable information transmission by considering the source node (SRN) towards the sink. CR uses two
techniques for packet advancement: in one technique the data is first amplified and then forwarded
(AF) and in the second technique the data is first decoded and forwarded (DF). CR makes the SRN
able to advance the packet over multi-cast mode, where the SRN transmits the information towards
the multi-nodes at the same time, instead of sending to a single node.

The existing optimized depth base routing (ODBR) is basically a single-path routing scheme,
which considers only local depth information for the selection of data advancer node [13].
This information is not adequate to specify the position of the nodes. In addition, the situation
becomes worse when two nodes at the same depth forward the redundant information towards the
sink node. The lowest depth nodes in ODBR become dead quickly due to continuous transmission of
packets towards the sink node. Likewise, the cooperative depth base routing (CoDBR) is a multi-path
routing scheme [14]. Like ODBR scheme, the CoDBR scheme also considers the lowest depth criteria
for the selection of best forwarder nodes. Moreover, the CoDBR scheme selects two relay nodes (RLNs)
with the destination (DSN), which increases the contribution of these nodes during the routing but
consumes high energy.

To solve the aforementioned issues, this paper introduces two routing schemes: EERD and
CoEERD. The EERD scheme is a non-cooperative scheme, which reduces the net energy cost by
traveling the information over a single path. In addition, during the selection of the best forwarder
node, the robust weight function parameters make it more efficient to consume minimum energy.
In EERD, the SRN transmits a control packet (CP) to collect the nodes information in terms of node IDs,
residual energy, distance, and bit error rate (BER). The node with maximum residual energy, lowest
BER, and lowest distance is considered to be DSN, which is the highest priority node for information
packet forwarding in the network.

The second proposed scheme, CoEERD, also defines the same criteria for the selection of DSN.
In this scheme, the DSN is selected with the same criterion as in EERD. The RLN is also selected by
the SRN which holds the second highest weight function value. The SRN broadcasts the information
packets toward the DSN and RLN, the former checks the received packet BER. If the BER exceeds the
calculated threshold value, then the DSN sends out a request towards the RLN for sending the same
data packet.The RLN amplifies the packet and sends it back towards the DSN, the RLN also sends an
acknowledgement (ACK) to the DSN, which combines the two copies of packets through the maximal
ratio combining (MRC) mechanism and forwards optimal information directly towards the sink node.
However, If the sink node does not lie inside the range, then the DSN selects another DSN and RLN to
forward the information. This process is continued unless the information packets reach the sink.

2. Contributions

The contributions of this article are summarized as follows:

• To minimize the network energy consumption, EERD scheme is designed for U-WSNs, in which
the choice of nodes for information forwarding is achieved using certain weight function
parameters (highest residual energy, lowest BER, and shortest distance). The scheme chooses a
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node among the neighbor nodes as a DSN, which has the highest function value. The selection
parameter of highest residual energy helps to choose the robust node as a DSN, which prolongs
the network lifetime. The shortest distance decreases the path length, which also decreases energy
consumption. The scheme reduces the adverse channel impairments, by checking the BER and
selecting the best link for further packet forwarding. Due to single-path routing and robust
function attribution in the scheme, it decreases the energy consumption, maximizes the network
life, and minimizes delay.

• Single-path routing in EERD decreases the network reliability. To improve the reliability, the
CoEERD scheme is introduced, which uses the cooperation of a single RLN with the DSN.
The best forwarder nodes (RLN and DSN) are selected by considering the above discussed
function parameters. The SRN advances the information packet towards the RLN and DSN using
broadcast nature. The DSN checks the BER, if it is above the threshold, it forwards a request (REQ)
to the RLN for sending the same packet. The RLN retransmits the packet along with the ACK to
DSN. For diversity, the MRC technique is used, which merges packets and advances them further
to the final DSN.

• For quick packet delivery, the shortest Euclidian distance is used as a selection parameter for the
best forwarder nodes. The calculation of the shortest distance between the source, DSN, and RLN
reduces the path length. The latency during the packet advancement decreases and the ratio of
packet delivery increases in both the schemes.

• Energy consumption is low in the EERD scheme. The inclusion of cooperation to EERD to make
the CoEERD scheme uses one more node as a relay node. This increases energy usage of CoEERD.
However, it has still lower energy consumption than some other existing schemes involving
cooperation.

3. Literature Review

The authors proposed a new energy efficient and delay sensitive scheme for U-WSNs in [15].
The scheme enhances the performance of [16] by using the fuzzy logic technique (FLT), where the best
forwarder nodes are selected by considering the node position and energy information. This technique
reduces the interference between the nodes. The consideration of residual energy ratio (RER) and
fuzzy logic interference technique in the scheme minimizes the expended energy. The node which
has the lowest distance position and highest energy is selected as a destination, which transmits the
packets to the desired sink through multi-hop paths. The scheme causes a small delay and reduces the
energy consumption. However, it reduces the network reliability with high probability of information
packet drop.

Pappas et al. [17] access the IoT wireless network in random manner by facilitating two data
collectors. Nodes and aggregators are used in order to transmit data packets in random access fashion.
The aggregators use network-level cooperation to transmit data packets in slotted time. Moreover,
they provide throughput to gain the scalability of network. By doing so, they obtain possibly finite
queuing delay. They also attempt to facilitate data collection for IoT. The use of aggregators makes the
system complicated.

In [18], the entire network is split into three equal sub-regions. Division of network is an efficient
step towards energy saving and ratio-of-delivered packet (RODP) enhancement. The approach
considers the horizontal and vertical movement of the sink which helps to minimize the packet
drop. Cooperation technique is applied to the network with the help of which nodes use cooperation
to forward the data. This helps to achieve maximum RODP. The RLN amplifies and decodes the
information and sends toward the DSN. During the routing at each destination node, the BER is
checked. In case of BER lower than the threshold value, it proceeds the packet successfully in
the direction of the desired destination. The nodes selection is set up based on the cost function.
The selection of destination node is made on the maximum residual energy, lowest depth, and
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maximum signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) values. The protocol achieves high RODP and increases battery
life.

To minimize the energy use and avoid the void zone occurrence, two new techniques are presented
in [19]. In the first technique the mobile sink nodes play the key role to reduce consumption of the nodes’
energy. The second technique combines routing with cooperation with the first one. The cooperative
scheme enhances the network reliability by traveling the packets over multi-paths. In second scheme,
the RODP increases, packet drop decreases, and the transmission delay maximizes with cost of
maximum energy consumption. The first scheme reduces the energy consumption and keeps the
nodes alive for long time.

The authors presented a cooperative technique for energy harvesting in [20]. They presented an
overview about the energy limitation for the stable throughput between the SRN, RLN, and the DSN.
The SRN and RLN have an unlimited energy harvesting and saving capability. They consider the
interior and exterior stability range for the given transmission region. Also relay assisted network is
provided. The proposed system has identical performance in the case of intermediate traffic regime.
The tracking interacting queue is a difficult task; however, this work obtains it by using insight from a
simple model. Moreover, the stable throughput region is considered to achieve connectivity of nodes.

The authors proposed a cooperative scheme in [21] for reliability and saving the nodes’ energy.
The cooperation is held among the DSN and the RLN. The selection of RLN and DSN bases on the
highest residual energy, lowest depth and channel quality. The scheme uses the sink node mobility for
balanced energy consumption. The mobile sink nodes secure the information sent by the sensor nodes
and forward towards the final destination. The received packets at destination, is checked for BER. If
BER exceeds the threshold value, it sends a REQ towards the RLN. The relay sends the desired packet
with ACK to the destination. The MRC technique combines the two packets and forwards optimal
information towards the final destination. The scheme saves the network energy due to sink mobility,
keeps maximum nodes alive and transmits maximum information. However, it consumes high energy
and nodes become dead quickly.

In [22], three different techniques are used to enhance the PDR and reduce the energy usage as
well as ignore void node occurrence. The first scheme is cooperative-based opportunistic hydrocast
that helps to minimize the unnecessary contributed nodes during transmission. However, it selects the
longer distance paths, due to which energy usage increases. The second approach is improved version
of the scheme, while the third one is a cooperative improved version. These techniques minimize
dropping effect of information as a result energy usage reduces at the cost of high delay. The cooperative
improved technique enables the network to achieve higher RODP. by using cooperation. The route
setup criteria are the same for all techniques, the nodes are selected to proceed the information towards
nodes which are close to the sink and have fewer hops.

The authors proposed a scheme to minimize expended energy in [23]. Four movable sinks are
considered, which move according to the sender node position. The movements of the sink are
considered only for the horizontal axis. Besides, a cooperation scheme is set among the relay and
destination nodes. If any sink node is available in the sender range, then packet is sent to the sink.
Otherwise, cooperation is performed. The approach saves the energy of the network. However, it
blindly selects the channel link for transmission data which affects the RODP.

To minimize the energy consumption, the author proposed a new routing scheme in [13]. In the
scheme, the whole network is split into three equal zones. The energy is optimized in such a manner
that the upper region nodes consume low energy due to the short transmission range with respect
to the sink node. Nodes lie in the mid and bottom region are energized with higher energy. It also
considers the lowest depth criteria for the choice of data forwarder nodes. The scheme reduces the
energy consumption due to single-path routing and increases the network lifetime. However, due to
single-path routing, it reduces the network reliability and throughput.

In [24], the authors describe that data packets can be made robust against the different channel
factors. In this approach, a cooperation scheme is applied to sensor nodes to send data. In cooperation
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mode, more than one node is used to transmit data in the direction of the sink using different channel
links. In this approach, two different selection criteria are defined for relay nodes selection. Firstly, the
authors consider the residual energy and depth and then the SNR of the link with depth and residual
energy are considered. This approach has high packet transfer to surface but has high delay as well.

To maximize the network reliability, the authors present a cooperative scheme in [14].
The desired function parameters (depth and residual energy) are considered for data forwarder
nodes. For cooperation, two relay nodes are used with destination, where the relay and destination
nodes are selected by considering the lowest depth criteria. The destination and two relay nodes receive
the packet that is sent by the source node. The DSN checks BER and sends a negative acknowledgment
(NACK) in case of high BER. The relay node responds over the destination request and retransmits
the packet towards the destination along with acknowledgment (ACK). The three received packets
are merged by using the diversity technique and optimal information is sent towards the sink node.
In case the sink is out of the communication range, multi-hoping is used. The proposed scheme ensures
maximum information, increase the network reliability, and reduce the information loss. However,
due to cooperation, it consumes high energy and nodes die quickly.

The authors proposed a new routing schemes based on cognitive multiple access for wireless
networks in [25]. To avoid the conventional cooperation, the schemes used a cognitive multiple access
technique. To reduce the resources use, two routing schemes are introduced. The schemes maximize
the stable throughput region and decrease the latency. The result shows that the proposed protocols
are superior to the conventional cooperation techniques. Both the proposed schemes increase the
network throughput with the achievement of network stability and reduce bandwidth usage. However,
it consumes high energy and increases the latency. The overview of all the schemes is illustrated in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of the recently published schemes.

Citations Year Technique Used Advantages Shortcoming

[15] 2018 Single-path routing scheme, data forwarder nodes are selected by
considering the node position, residual energy, and fuzzy logic technique.

Minimizes the latency, consumes low energy. Due to single-path routing loses the
reliability.

[17] 2018 Cooperative base scheme, aggregators to forward the packets in random
manner .

The work deals with delay and increase network
throughput.

The use of aggregators makes the network
complex.

[18] 2017 Region base non-cooperative algorithm, uses the sink mobility in vertical
and horizontal directions, considers lowest depth, SNR, and highest
residual energy for best relay selection.

Balances network energy consumption, retains
maximum nodes alive.

Loses the reliability and drops maximum
packets.

[19] 2017 Both the cooperative and non-cooperative schemes used the node position
information by considering distance and mobile sinks for information
advancement.

To overcome the void space problem in the
network, decreases latency, and increases the
throughput.

Consumes maximum energy due to the
deficiency of the balanced energy technique.

[20] 2016 Cooperative base routing scheme, Used an energy harvesting technique
on the source and relay node.

The scheme maximizes the network throughput
and ensure reliability due to cooperation.

The network is complicated and increase the
network delay.

[21] 2016 Cooperative single relay scheme, highest residual energy, lowest depth,
and channel consideration is used for data forwarder nodes selection.

Improves the network reliability, forwards
maximum information towards the sink node,
reduces delay.

Consumes high energy, nodes die quickly,
loss accuracy.

[22] 2016 Cooperative base routing schemes, uses the least number of neighbor
and distance for best forwarder node selection, uses MRC technique for
diversity.

Balance energy consumption, prolong the
network, enhances the PDR .

Render high latency during the packet
advancement, loss the data accuracy.

[23] 2016
Cooperative base scheme, single relay used with DN, Uses four mobile
sink nodes, for diversity use MRC technique.

Due to sink mobility reduces the delay, balance
energy consumption, retains maximum nodes
alive.

it blindly selects the channel link for
transmission data which affects the PDR.

[13] 2016 Non-cooperative base routing scheme, used a region base network. Saves the network energy, maximizes the
network life-span.

Reduces the network reliability drop
maximum packets.

[24] 2015 Cooperative routing scheme, for best forwarder nodes selection considers
the lowest distance and lowest SNR value .

Maximize the throughput, enhances the network
reliability, ensure data accuracy.

Lowest depth node dies quickly, increase the
latency, consumes maximum energy.

[14] 2014 Cooperative single relay scheme, best forwarder nodes are selected by
considering the weight function, use MRC technique.

Ensures data accuracy, improves the link quality,
reduces the channel affects.

Consumes high energy, nodes die quickly.

[25] 2007 Cooperative-based routing scheme, used cognitive multiple access instead
of conventional relaying technique.

The scheme deal with the latency and maximize
the network throughput.

Nodes in the network consume high energy.
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4. Designed Schemes

This section contains the detailed overview of the EERD and CoEERD schemes. The EERD
scheme is non-cooperative, which minimizes the energy cost and retains the network alive for long
time. The CoEERD scheme is a cooperative scheme, which increases the RODP and holds the network
reliability.

4.1. Effective Energy and Reliable Delivery (EERD) Routing

Network Initialization

The network dimensions are X×Y× Z, where X, Y, and Z consider the length, depth, and width
of the network, respectively. The network contains the source, relay, and sink nodes with random
deployment. The position of the sink nodes is specified at the top of the ocean surface as shown in
Figure 1, which are further connected to an offshore data center. In the network, each sensor node
is responsible for data advancement towards the sink node. The deployed nodes communicate by
acoustic links, and sink nodes correspond with the satellite by a radio link. In the network, each sensor
node is energized through small battery power. The sink node communicates with sensor nodes by
using acoustic links.

Figure 1. Network Model.

4.2. Neighbors Recognition

As the network is initialized, all nodes communicate with the sink nodes to know their position
coordinates. Then an SRN transmits a CP. All the nodes that exist inside the communication range
with respect to the SRN, receive the CP. The CP format is depicted in Figure 2, which consists of the
information of maximum residual energy, shortest distance, and lowest BER. The received CP lets the
neighbors of SRN to know its residual energy and distance from one of the sink nodes. initially, the
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BER is computed by detecting the variations of the known bits pattern in the CP Once data routing
takes place among the nodes, the BER is computed again for the exchanged data packets.

The upper four sink nodes located at water surface are equipped with GPS. These sink nodes
provide help for determining the coordinates of the undersea nodes. By taking one sink node as a
reference node in x direction, second sink node in y direction and third in z direction, the distance
is calculated by using the time of arrival and the speed of the acoustic waves [26,27]. Moreover, the
coordinates of the targeted nodes are estimated by using the relative distance from the surface sinks.
Suppose a node has one hop from the sink node specified for x direction coordinates then it means
the node has coordinate 1 in the x direction. Likewise, the second and third sink nodes will check the
number of hops in y and z order, indicating the corresponding coordinates of the nodes. This process
continues and nodes with known coordinates are used as references nodes by other nodes to specify
their own coordinates. The process of coordinates’ determination by nodes takes place early at the
start when network initialization takes place and before the recognition of neighbors. The CP is also
used by nodes to become aware of one another coordinates. After coordinates of the nodes are known,
they exchange the information of coordinates. This makes the distance calculation easy among nodes.
The CP is broadcasted periodically for the sake of keeping the routing table updated [28]. When a
node gets the CP, it inserts its energy and distance information and retransmits it in the direction of
the SRN. The SRN collects all the neighbor nodes information and creates a routing table. The unique
ID of each sensor node differentiates each node position. The creation of the routing table is essential
for the selection of DSN among the neighbors. The process is continued until all the neighbor nodes
swap their information with each other. The BER of neighbors is then computed by the node that has
received the CP by observing the change in the predefined bit patterns.

Figure 2. Control packet (CP) format.

For BER calculation, the SRN forwards the CP among the neighbors to check the link quality.
By using the Binary Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK) modulation for Raleigh fading channel, the average
BER in data packets can be found as [29],

BER =

(
1−

√
SNR

2 + SNR

)
(1)

SNR =
Pt

A(d, f )N( f )
(2)

In the above SNR formula, Pt is considered to be the transmission power, which is fixed for all the
nodes, while A(d, f ) is the attenuation, d shows the separation of nodes that exchange data, f is the
acoustic frequency and N( f ) shows the noise level. The parameters involved in the computation of
the SNR are computed according to their models described in [30–32]. These parameters can easily be
computed keeping in view the distance and position coordinates of the nodes obtained using the CP
and by specifying the acoustic frequency and nature of the acoustic link.

The CP transmission among the neighbor nodes helps to select the favorable link for packet
transmission, which has the minimum BER. When the destination node receives the CP in the form of
bits, it checks the change in predefined bits pattern, which determines the BER. The bits pattern in the
CP for BER calculation is specific and the same for all nodes’ CP and is known to all the nodes.
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4.3. Destination Nodes Selection and Information Proceeding

The DSN is purely selected by considering the certain function parameters (highest residual
energy, shortest distance, and lowest BER). The final DSN (sink node) receives the packet directly from
a neighbor SRN. Otherwise, the SRN sends the packet by considering the multi-hopping. In such a
scenario, the SRN first accomplishes the selection of the DSN. The above-mentioned criteria are given
below for the selection of DSN, where it is the most probable node for data forwarding.

f =
Residual energy
BER× Distance

(3)

Equation (3) shows that a node closest to the sink node that holds the highest residual energy
and lowest BER is specified as the first DSN. The BER should be lower than a threshold value else
an optimal relay node is chosen. Upon the DSN selection, the source leads the information packet
towards the DSN. The selection criteria for next DSN is same as defined for the first DSN. The process
of data forwarding is continued until the packet reaches to the final DSN as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Data forwarding in EERD scheme.

The picture of the data forwarding node with the neighbors is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows that after the network initialization phase, the SRN finds an optimal DSN for the

information forwarding. For this purpose, the SRN calculates the function and decides the DSN based
on highest function values. The SRN sends the information packet towards the DSN, it checks its BER,
in case of low BER it leads the information packet in the direction of the sink node. However, if BER
exceeds the threshold value, the DSN discards the packet. This process is continued until the packets
get to the sink node.
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4.4. Cooperative Effective Energy and Reliable Deliver (CoEERD) Routing

This section involves the detail of CoEERD scheme, which is the cooperative version of the EERD
scheme. The cooperation of the single RLN with DSN is used for the network reliability. The basic
steps of the CoEERD are given below.

Relay and Destination Node Selection

This section describes the selection of single RLN and DSN. The selection process of the DSN
in CoEERD is similar to the EERD scheme. In CoEERD scheme, when an SRN transmits a CP, all
the neighbors get it. The best forwarder nodes (RLN and DSN) are chosen based on the function
parameters. The node nearest with respect to the sink node and holding the highest residual energy
and lowest BER is marked as DSN. RLN and DSN selection is accomplished based on the information
of the nodes about their neighbors.

4.5. Data Forwarding and Cooperation

The SRN advances the information packets toward the DSN and the RLN for further forwarding.
The DSN checks the received packet BER, if the associated BER value is lower than the measured
threshold value, the DSN accepts the information. The DSN checks the final DSN vicinity, if the sink
lies inside the communication range then it sends the information directly towards the sink. However,
if the received packet BER at DSN exceeds the threshold value, then the DSN sends a REQ towards
the RLN to send the same information packet. The RLN waits for the specific interval of time and
then amplifies the received packet and sends it back to the DSN with acknowledgment as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. ACK, NACK, and REQ scenario.

The DSN again checks the BER, if the BER again exceeds the threshold value then drops the data
packet. Moreover, if the relaying packet BER is less than the threshold, the DSN combines these two
received packets through MRC technique [33], and forwards optimal information towards the sink, if
the sink is in range. However, in case of the sink does not exists in the communication range of the
DSN, then it selects second DSN and second RLN by considering the above criteria. This process is
continued until the packet reach to the upper sink nodes by using multi-hoping as shown in Figure 7.
The sink node receives the packets and extracts the information and further forwards them to the
offshore data center.
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Figure 7. Cooperation model.

After specifying the DSN and RLN, the SRN broadcasts the information packets and neighbors get
them. However, only the DSN and RLN contribute to the forwarding of the information. The packet
received at the DSN and transmitted by the SRN is modeled as [34],

Ysd = bGsd + Nsd (4)

where Ysd is the packet received at the DSN and b shows the original packet transmitted by the SRN.
The variables Gsd and Nsd show the link gain and link noise form the source to DSN in the respective
order. The information packet received by the RLN from the SRN is shown as [35],

Ysr = bGsr + Nsr (5)

where Ysr is the packet received at the RLN. Gsr is the path gain from the SRN to RLN and Nsr is the
path noise between the SRN and RLN. The RLN amplifies the received packet by an amplifying factor
β and forwards it towards the DSN. The received packet at the DSN transmitted by the RLN can be
written as [36],

Yrd = βYsrGrd + Nrd (6)

where Yrd denotes the packet received at the DSN over the RLN, Ysr is the packet at RLN from SRN.
The parameter Grd shows the link gain from RLN to DSN and Nrd is the noise of the path from RLN to
DSN. The amplifying factor β is written as [37],

β =

√
1

Ps|Gsr|2 + σ2 (7)

The above equation shows that the amplifying factor depends on source transmitted power Ps, the
SRN-RLN link gain Gsr and the noise power σ2. The DSN combines the two received packets through
the MRC as a combining technique [38] as shown in Figure 8 and forwards the information further.
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The Algorithm 1 further shows the operation of EERD and CoEERD. The flow chart of CoEERD scheme
is shown in Figure 9.

Algorithm 1: Information sharing, path set up and data forwarding in EERD and CoEERD.
Start
Network initialization
BER: Bit Error Rate
SN: Source node
Tx: Transmission range
DN: Destination node
RN: Relay node
R.E :Residual energy
BER :Bit error rate
SKN :Sink node
d: Distance

Control packet broadcast
Find optimal relay
Calculate function
Function(f)= R.E/ BER ×d

if
Node have maximum function value=then
DN selected=do

if
BER > 0.5
Find RN=do
RN found=true

if
BER < 0.5
Packet accepted=true
check SKN vicinity

if
Sink exists the Tx of the SN=then
Packet reached to the SKN=true

while
Use multi-hoping
Packet reached to the SKN=do
Packet accepted= true

end if
end if

end if
end if
end while
break

In summary, two routing schemes are proposed, the first one is non-cooperative EERD scheme,
which saves the network energy. The second one is cooperative EERD scheme which increases the
network stability. Both the schemes consider a certain fitness based on function residual energy, BER,
and distance. The upper four sink nodes located at water surface are equipped with GPS. These sink
nodes provide help for determining the coordinates of the sensor nodes for distance calculation.
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CoEERD proceeds the data involving source-relay-destination model to explore the multi-path effect
for reliability of information.

Figure 8. MRC Model.

Figure 9. Flow chart of the CoEERD scheme.
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5. Simulation Setting and Results

Simulation of EERD and CoEERD schemes and their comparison with the CoDBR and ODBR is
the subject of this section. In each simulation mechanism, the nodes deployment is random and 1000
number of rounds are taken. By following the conventional method of multiple sinks model, four sink
nodes with a separation difference of 100 meters are positioned at the ocean surface. After 50 rounds,
the CP is broadcasted to keep the nodes updated about the deviated circumstances inside the network.
To reduce the computation time, we average the plots on 10 J energy. If we increase the energy form
10 J, it increases the computation time. The fluctuation is also stable on 10 J energy, so we assume that
the plots would be same if nodes are energized beyond 10 J. The communication range of each node
is considered 100 around it. The total 400 sensor nodes are deployed, while the transmission rate is
10 Kbps, the information packet size is 1000 bits while the CP size is 48 bits and the total available
bandwidth is 30 kHz. The comparative results are taken by using the MATLAB. Table 2 presents the
simulation parameters.

Table 2. Parameters used for simulation.

Parameters Values

Total sensors nodes 400
Total sink nodes 4
Deployment area width 500 m
Deployment area depth 500 m
Data packet size 1000 bits
Wind speed 10 m/s
Control packet size 48 bits
Idle mode exhaust power 10 mW
Transmission power 2 W
Reception power 0.5 W
Initial energy available for 1000 rounds 10 J
Transmission range 100 m
Bandwidth 30,000 Hz

5.1. Total Network Consumed Energy

The comparison of EERD and CoEERD with the CoDBR and ODBR is shown in Figure 10. The total
network consumed energy of the EERD is minimum as compared to all the schemes. The lowest
distance parameter in EERD scheme reduces the energy consumption. Node nearest to the sink with
the maximum energy and minimum BER is selected as a DSN. In EERD, minimum number of nodes
are contributed in information forwarding. The ODBR scheme considers only the depth criteria for the
selection of best RLN, which does not guarantee low consumption of energy. The proposed CoEERD
scheme is a cooperative-based scheme, where the cooperation of single RLN with the DSN increases
the node contribution during the packet broadcasting and results in high energy consumption as
compared to the EERD. Moreover, the CoDBR scheme also uses cooperation and considers only the
depth information for the selection of data advancer node. The cooperation of two RLNs with the
DSN in CoDBR scheme, increases the energy consumption. At round 400, the CoDBR, CoEERD, and
ODBR schemes consume high energy and have the values of consumed energy approximately 3500 J
and 3400 J , respectively. At the same number of rounds, the proposed EERD scheme consumes 3100 J
energy, which shows that the EERD scheme saves the network energy.
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Figure 10. Initial energy available for 1000 rounds.

5.2. RODP or Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

Figure 11 indicates that the RODP or PDR of the CoEERD scheme is higher than the CoDBR, EERD,
and ODBR schemes. The reason of achieving high RODP of the CoEERD scheme is the avoidance of
the adverse channel effects by looking at reduced BER. In addition, it uses the function parameters
of highest residual energy and lowest distance for the selection of RLN and DSN. The cooperation
of the single RLN node with the DSN in the CoEERD scheme reduces the number of contributing
nodes, which consumes minimum energy and they remain alive for a long time to forward the
packets. The CoDBR scheme uses two RLNs with the DSN, which consumes high energy and drains
its battery power at a quicker rate, so the results show decreased RODP. The EERD is non-cooperative
scheme, which achieves low RODP value due to the single best forwarder node as compared to the
cooperative schemes. The ODBR scheme is also a non-cooperative scheme which decreases the RODP
by forwarding the information over single path. Initially, the CoEERD, and CoDBR schemes with the
same value of RODP that starts from 1, while the EERD and ODBR schemes start from 0.5. From start
to end, the CoEERD scheme has the maximum RODP as compared to all of the schemes, while the
CoDBR scheme has the higher RODP value than the EERD and ODBR schemes from start to round 100,
and for some instant it decreases due to long transmission path. Moreover, at round 400, the RODP
values of the CoDBR, EERD, and ODBR schemes are 0.38, 0.35 and 0.25, respectively, while at the same
round, the CoEERD has high RODP value nearer to 0.5, which ensures a reliable network.
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Figure 11. RODP.

5.3. Total Delay of the Network

The comparison of the total delay of the network is plotted in Figure 12. The reason for producing
higher delay in the CoDBR scheme is the cooperation of two RLNs with the DSN, which consumes
extra time during best forwarder nodes selection and packet transmission. The CoEERD scheme uses
single RLN with the DSN, which consumes less than CoDBR. In addition, the calculation of function
parameters in EERD and CoEERD has more computation time that shoots up their delay than ODBR.
The ODBR scheme considers only depth information for the best relay selection, which lowers delay in
proceeding information. At round 400, the ODBR scheme produces lower delay than the rest of the
other schemes and its value is 6× 108 seconds. The EERD and CoEERD provide the second and third
smallest delay values with magnitude of 8× 108 and 10× 108 seconds, respectively. At this time, the
value of delay of CoDBR scheme is 16× 108 seconds.
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Figure 12. Total delay of the network.
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5.4. Total Successfully Received Packets

Figure13 indicates the comparison of total received information packets at the upper sink nodes.
The ratio of information packet secured by the sink node of the CoEERD is higher than the EERD,
CoDBR, and ODBR. The reason for this achievement is that the CoEERD scheme uses the weighting
function parameters: highest residual energy, lowest BER and lowest distance which ensures the
accuracy of the maximum information at the final DSN. The CoDBR scheme uses two RLNs during
the cooperation with the DSN and considers only the depth or the selection of RLNs and DSN.
The contribution of maximum nodes in CoDBR during the routing consumes maximum energy and
retains the burden on the close-to-surface nodes, which die quickly and result in data loss. The ODBR
is a non-cooperative scheme which loses maximum information in information proceeding. The EERD
is also non-cooperative and considers the robust function parameters for the choice of data advancer
node, which increases the possibility of the maximum packets received at the final DSN.
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Figure 13. Total Packets Received at Sink Node.

5.5. Total Alive Nodes of the Network

The plot of the alive nodes is indicated in Figure 14. The comparison shows that the rate of alive
nodes of the EERD is higher than the all other schemes. The ODBR is the second scheme after EERD,
which also keeps maximum nodes alive. The count of alive nodes of the CoEERD is higher than the
CoDBR. The reason for this is the consumption of minimum energy. Secondly, the selection of the best
forwarder node through the weighting function helps it to choose the node which forwards the packet
with the cost of low energy consumption. The ODBR considers depth for the best relay, which also
minimizes the energy consumption. The CoEERD uses single RLN with the DSN, it also consumes
minimum energy as compared to the CoDBR. In CoDBR, the maximum nodes are involved in packet
proceeding due to the cooperation of two RLNs with the DSN, which increases energy consumption
and nodes die at the quicker rate. The total number of alive nodes, at round 400 in EERD are 200,
ODBR and CoEERD have approximately 160 and 130 nodes alive at that time, respectively. During
this time, CoDBR has 100 nodes alive. However, after round 400, nodes die quicker in CoEERD than
the CoDBR, which is due to the lowest depth nodes of the CoEERD scheme getting burdened with
data traffic.
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Figure 14. Total number of alive nodes.

6. Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper contains the design of two routing algorithms EERD and CoEERD for U-WSNs.
The EERD minimizes the energy consumption, while the CoEERD improves the network reliability.
Both schemes use data sender nodes based on the weighting function parameters (highest residual
energy, lowest BER, and shortest distance). Based on these parameters and using a single-path routing,
the EERD scheme saves the network energy and prolongs the network lifetime. However, it does
not ensure packet reliability in harsh conditions due to the choice of the single path. For the network
reliability, the proposed CoEERD scheme is designed. The scheme uses multi-path routing due to
the cooperation of a single RLN. The same criterion is defined for the data forwarder nodes selection
and cooperation is held among the RLN and DSN nodes. The SRN proceeds the packets to both the
RLN and DSN nodes. In case the BER exceeds the threshold value at DSN, it requests the RLN that
amplifies the packet and sends back towards the DSN along with ACK. For diversity, MRC is used to
merge the two packets and transmit them towards the sink. The proposed schemes have presented
the enriched performance in terms of the evaluated performance metrics. In future, strategies and
mechanism will be devised to reduce the high delay due to the cooperation of nodes in CoEERD.
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Abbreviations

U-WSNs Underwater wireless sensor networks
EERD Effective energy and reliable deliver routing
CoEERD Cooperative effective energy and reliable deliver routing
ODBR Optimized depth base routing
CoDBR Cooperative depth base routing
RSSI Received signal strength indicator
CSI Channel state information
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PSD Power spectral density
RODP Ratio-of-delivered packet
SNR Signal to noise ratio
MRC Maximal ratio combine
AF Amplifying and forward
Tx Transmission range
BER Bit error rate
RER Residual energy ratio
FLT Fuzzy logic technique
ACK Acknowledgment
ID Identification
DSN Destination node
CR Cooperative routing
CP Control packet
RLN Relay node
RLNs Relay nodes
SRN Source node
NACK Negative acknowledgment
RF Radio frequency
DF Decode and forward
REQ Request send
E-2-E End-to-end
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